People may argue that boxing is a dangerous sport, however the sport is heavily monitored by doctors and referees. People get hurt playing sport every Saturday in their local netball or footy games and even children hurt themselves playing sport at schools. Let’s just ban all sports - how ridiculous! Boxing is actually safer than some of these sports. How many sports have a doctor watching them, who steps in at the first sight of an injury? Boxing is also a highly refereed sport contested by just two participants. Two! The referee only has to watch TWO boxers. Compare this to umpires in games such as soccer, hockey or football watching a field of players. Seriously, which is the better situation?

The crowd erupts as Ali delivers the fatal blow to Foreman. The chant from the crowd is intoxicating, people cheering as the images of the match are beamed back into millions of households around the world. This is boxing at its best, but some believe it should be banned - I disagree.

Boxing is a fantastic form of fitness, providing people with the ability to keep fit and stay healthy. Boxing works most of the muscles in the body and provides people with the ability to work the whole body quickly. Boxers are also some of the fittest athletes in the world. Boxing keeps people fit and gives them confidence in life.

I think boxing should not be banned because it provides fitness for people, it is heavily regulated and people can create great wealth when boxing.
The crowd erupts. The chant is intoxicating, people cheering as the images of the match are beamed back into millions of households around the world. This is boxing at its best and it should not be banned.

All people must agree that boxers can make a huge amount of money from the sport. It is not uncommon for boxers to make up to 10 million dollars from a World Class Title fight. A decent boxer only needs to box well for 5 years to be set up for life, having money to buy a house, provide for their families and care for their children. Why would you prevent people from following their dreams by banning the sport?